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IV. A Mendelian'i View of the Law of Ancestral Inheritance.
It is a very thankless task to try and correct every mis-statement that untrained minds make
when they attempt to deal with a statistical problem. But one can only hope that the persistent
exposure of the blunders made by con-statistically trained biologists, when they treat problems
of heredity, may ultimately produce some effect. To the statistician nothing ia more obvious and
intelligible than the independence of the correlations, variations and means of characters.
A knowledge of any one of the three involves no knowledge of the other two. Again, equally
distinct in his mind are the multiple regression coefficient* and the correlations. No practised
bionietrician could for a moment confuse with the ancestral correlations the multiple regression
coefficients, which appear when we calculate the most probable deviation of an individual from
his own type with the known deviations of his ancestors from their types ; still less would he
ooufune a correlation coefficient with the number of offspring that take after a parent or grand-
parent ! It is difficult to understand at all the attitude with which a biologist like Professor
Castle* approaches a problem in inheritance, but it is summed up in the words that he has not
the least idea that there is any distinction between a correlation, a multiple regression coefficient,
and the number of individuals who may take after an individual ancestor !
Mr Francis Galton published in his Natural Inheritance (p. 136), "with hesitation" the
following statement "consequently the influence of the individual parent would be \, and
of the individual grandparent -fa and so on."
In his work on Bassett Hounds, Mr Galton subsequently extended this principle by supposing
that of the " heritage " as represented by all the offspriDg together, J of the total would on the
average have the character of each parent, ^ that pf each grandparent, ^s that of each great
grandparent, and so on. This statement is obviously different from that in Natural Inheritance,
where Mr Galton is treating of a blending character. It deals with alternative inheritance.
From these numbers Professor Castle deduces " Galton's Series." He calls the parental influence
-SO, the grandparentai influence -85, the great grandparental -125 and so on. I presume that
he understands by this the proportions in the total offspring who will be like each individual
ancestor. Against these proportions Professor Castle puts a series which he calls " Pearson's
* "The Laws of Heredity of Galton and Mendel, and some Laws governing Base Improvement
by Selection," by W. E. Castle. Procetdingt of the American Academy of Art* and Science*, Vol. m i x ,
pp. 323—343.
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Series," in which he has taken the correlation coefficients with a tingle parent or a tingle grand-
parent etc., as I have deduced them for man and horse as if they were quantities in the leant
comparable with the number of individual offspring. He remarks:
"Comparing Pearson's series with that of Galton, we see that the parental influence in
reckoned as substantially the same by both Oalton and Pearson, but that Pearson assigns a much
greater influence to the more remote ancestors than does Oalton *."
Had Professor Castle merely added up the numbers he gives in this " Pearson's Series " he
would have realised that they could not possibly represent what he states them to do ; for the
four grandparents alone would have had more offspring " like " themselves than the total number
of offspring!
Now the Law of Ancestral Heredity ax stated by me gives absolutely uo means of ascertaining
the number of offspring "like any given ancestor"; and if we measure parental influence by




Great great grandparental Influence
whence the complete misrepresentation of Professor Castle will be obvious.
After calculating a table which he says gives the distribution of the offspring of a cross between
grey and white mice for 7 generations on Galton's Law, Professor Castle continues :
" The observed numbers, it is evident, agree no better with one of Pearson's series than with
that of Galton. The discrepancies noted between observed aud calculated will remain and even
bo accentuated if we replace Galton's series with one of those t suggested by Pearson. For the
result will be unchanged in generation II, but the calculated numbers will in most cases divergo
still more from the observed ones, in the later generations, because Pearson attaches more weight
to the remoter ancestors than does Galton."
Now 1 suppose Professor Castle had some idea in his mind when he penned these lines, but
so far as I can understand the Law of Ancestral Heredity as I have myself enunciated it, the
produce of a grey mouse and a fawn mouse might be on the average a green mouse without
that Law having anything to say on the point. From it you cannot possibly deduce what
number of the offspring of any generation will be like this or that ancestor. It is not a law of
types, but of the distribution of deviations from type, and this is a very different thing indeed.
The Law of Ancestral Heredity, as I have repeatedly stated J, makes no assumption as to the
mean character of any generation ; it gives no statement whatever as to the number of offspring
who are like any individual ancestor. What it does give us is this : the means of determining
the probable deviation of any individual from the type of hit own generation, when we know the
deviations of some or all his ancestry from the types of their respective generations. What then
is the simple relation of my Law of Ancestral Heredity to Galton's series of J, J, fa etc. f It lies in
the following hypotheses: (i) Galton supposes the type of each generation to remain the same, and
• p. 224,loc eiU
t Professor Castle quotes the two series I have given in Biometrika, VoL n., p. 333, the one at
the best geometrical series, and the other as a close series, in which rotmd numbers were taken.
X it. &'. Proc. Vol. 62, pp. 887 el ieq., where all the deviations are expressly said to be measured
from the type of each generation, to that any modification of the type may be allowed for. Also in
Biometrika, Vol. n., p. 217, where we are again told that the deviation is from the type of its
generation, and are expressly warned (p. 226) that no assumption is made that the mean of the fore-
en sted character is identical or not with any of the means of the foreknown characters. These papers
are actually cited by Professor Castle.
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expressly states that he is dealing vith a tUibU population. Notwithstanding Galton'n own state-
ment as to his series holding for a stable population, Professor Castle does not hesitate to apply
it to a cross which produces a totally different population! My types may alter and do alter in
any way from one generation to a second, (ii) Gal ton supposed that we may apply his series
not only to the deviation of an individual from type, but to the " whole heritage,11 he divides the
offspring up into groups of individuals following special ancestors. This is an extension I have
expressly and repeatedly disagreed with. I look upou such a distribution as not falling under
the Law of Ancestral Heredity at all, but as part of the Theory of Reversion or of Alternative
Inheritance. My agreement with Gallon consists in tbe general conceptions (a) that the
deviation of an individual from the type of his own generation depends ultimately on the
deviations of his particular ancestors from their types, and (6) that the proportions of such
deviation from type contributed by each generation of ancestry diminish in a geometrical aeries.
This series is not Galton's. It may be deduced from tbe ancestral correlations, and in the cane
of man, hone and dog the series are within the limits of errors of observation identical. It is
these ancestral correlations (which have no relation whatever to type, and are only connected
with the regression coefficients which give the proportions of the deviation by complex determi-
nantal relations) which Professor Castle cites, and states do not agree with the number* of
coloured mice that von Guaita found descended from albino-grey crosses in successive
generations I
Now Professor Castle was perfectly free to ignore my work, or to confess frankly that he
could not understand it, but he commits a grave breach of scientific decorum when in a paper,
not taking hasty journalistic form but published by the American Academy, he states that " the
test of von Guaita's mice is conclusively in favour of Mendel's Law and against the law of
ancestral heredity," and yet Bhows that he has either not read, or not been capable of properly
citing, the two papers in which the meaning of this law is discussed. Either Professor Castle in
so ignorant that he does not know that a coefficient of correlation cannot be a group frequency ;
or, he has directly misquoted my memoirs because any form of argument suffices for the audience
he wishes to appeal to. It is a fundamental canon of scientific discussion that, if you wish to
contradict a man's results, you should know what those results are and cite them correctly. It in
a breach of scientific decorum to assert that a man's theory is opposed to certain facts, when yon
have demonstrably not the faintest notion of what that man's theory is, or how his results are
reached.
I stated in my paper of 1903 on the Law of Ancestral. Heredity that "as far as the
available data at present go, inheritance coefficients for ascending ancestry are within the limits
of observational error represented by a geometrical series and by the some series." Professor
Castle remarks:
" It should be observed that the ' available data' upon which principally Pearson bases his
conclusions consist of two cases of pigment inheritance, one in. man, the other in the horse.
A third well-known series of this sort has not been utilized by Pearson, though our information
about it is much more complete and precise than that about either of the other two. I refer to
our statistics about colour inheritance in mice recorded by von Guaita*."
Now there are two points to be considered here. Professor Castle states (i) that the
information is far more complete and precise, and (ii) that it is available for discussion by aid
of the Law of Ancestral Heredity. Any one who has compared the total number of original
parents or of offspring in any generation in von Guaita's statistics will realise that they are
absolutely incomparable with the numbers we possess for man, horse or hound. They are also
statistically insufficient to give correlation coefficients significant having regard to their probable
errors. Further, the data given, as in almost all Mendelian categories, are so wanting iu
* Castle: foe. eit., p. 244.
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precision that it is impossible to measure the deviations from the mean of any generation and
MO obtain the correlations. Not until Car more precise classifications are made than von Guaita
provides would the material be " available."
In the next place, to what material can the ancestral law at present be applied 1 It wax
perfectly open to Professor Castle to examine the conditions under which its results so far have
been reached. They are stated with perfect precision iu my memoir of 1898, and are (i) the
absence of assortative mating, (ii) the absence of in-breeding and of selection. Now in von Guaita'B
experiments he got mice in which the ancestry had been oesortatively mated for generations: he
first put like to like or made a perfect coefficient of assortative mating ; and then he crossed like
with unlike, or made the coefficient of assortative mating negatively perfect
Thin coefficient is taken xtro throughout my memoir on the law of ancestral heredity, and the
reader is told that the author hopes to deal in a later paper with the influence of assortative mating
and in- and in-breeding. Notwithstanding this direct warning Professor Castle does not hesitate
to speak of the Law of Ancestral Heredity as applicable to von Quaita's data, and while the pro-
pounder of that law has not yet been able to master the difficulties of the analysis which arises
when intense assortative mating and generations of in-breeding are taken into account, the
biologist remarks that the observed numbers, "it is evident," disagree with Pearson's series. Had
I been able to master the analysis, von Quaita's data would not have provided the material upon
which the correlations could be based, and BO the law itself tested; they are simply not "complete
and precise" enough.
Professor Castle, as I have already stated, reaches his result by taking my correlation
coefficient* for inheritance in man and horse, and assorting that they give the proportions
of offepring who will be " like the ancestors.11 As I have before indicated, the typical ancestor
might be blue and the typical offspring yellow without this having any bearing at all on the
correlation coefficients. Personally I have no means of determining whether the law of ancestral
heredity holds or does not hold for coat colour in mice. The theory has not yet been worked
out in a form covering von Quaita's cases, and data are only at present being collected complete
and precise enough for the purpose.
Iu the face of these facts I directly challenge Professor Castle to confess that he did not
when writing his paper know what a coefficient of correlation was, and that he was thus
incompetent to discuss the application of the law of ancestral heredity to mice; or else to show
that either the correlation coefficients, or, if he likes better, the multiple regression coefficients,
which lie hidden iu von Guaita's data can really be extracted therefrom and are inconsistent
with the values which I have found for man, horse and dog, when allowance is made for
assortative mating and selection. I do not see that any other course is open to Professor
Castle, after his utateinents that " it is evident" that the numbers do not fit my series and that
"it is evident" that some fundamental defect exists in the "law of ancestral heredity." It is
time that some check should be administered to this irresponsible and ignorant criticism of
biometric methods, a criticism which can confuse a group-frequency—i.e. a number of individuals
—with a correlation coefficient, a relation between deviations from type in individuals; and I
therefore directly challenge Professor Castle to justify his statements, or failing that I call
upon him to retract them.
These statements are as follows : ,
(a) Pearson's Law of Ancestral Heredity can be applied to tent von Quaitu's data for
mice, and,
(b) When so applied, " it is evident" that it does not fit them.
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